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Abstract—This paper presents a novel approach to optimize
multiple invocations of a sparse matrix-vector multiplication
(SpMV) kernel performed on the same sparse matrix A and dense
vector x, like Ax,A2x, · · · , Akx, and their linear combinations
such as Ax + A2x. Such computations are frequently used in
scientific applications for solving linear equations and in multi-
grid methods. Existing SpMV optimization techniques typically
focus on a single SpMV invocation and do not consider oppor-
tunities for optimization across a sequence of SpMV operations
(SSpMV), leaving much room for performance improvement. Our
work aims to bridge this performance gap. It achieve this by
partitioning the sparse matrix into submatrices and devising a
new computation pipeline that reduces memory access to the
sparse matrix and exploits the data locality of the dense vector
of SpMV. Additionally, we demonstrate how our approach can
be integrated with parallelization schemes to further improve
performance. We evaluate our approach on four distinct multi-
core systems, including three ARM and one Intel platform.
Experimental results show that our techniques improve the
standard implementation and the highly-optimized Intel math
kernel library (MKL) by a large margin.

Index Terms—Sparse matrix-vector computation, color re-
ordering parallelizaiton, multi-cores

I. INTRODUCTION

The sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) operation

is one of the most common operations in scientific and high-

performance (HPC) workloads. An SpMV operation, y = Ax,

multiplies a sparse matrix A of size n × n by a dense

vector x of size n, and then produces a dense vector y of

size n. Despite its prevalence and importance, SpMV is is

often responsible for the performance bottleneck [1]–[3]. Un-

fortunately, optimizing SpMV for modern CPU architectures

presents significant challenges [4]–[6]. In particular, SpMV is

characterized by low arithmetic intensity and irregular memory

access patterns [7], [8], making memory optimization for

SpMV kernels highly important.

Efforts have been made to optimize SpMV by optimizing

the sparse matrix storage format [5], [9]–[11] and the computa-

tion kernel [12], [13]. These prior optimizations have primarily

focused on the computation of a single, isolated SpMV invoca-

tion. While important, they ignore the optimization opportuni-

ties for a sequence of SpMV (SSpMV) operations [14], [15].

An SSpMV pattern involves performing a series of SpMV

operations, such as Ax,A2x,A3x, · · · , Akx, and their linear

combinations, such as A2x + Ax, where the same sparse

matrix A is reused across invocations. This computing pattern

is commonly seen in solving eigenvalue problems [16]–[19],

linear equations [20], [21], and multigrid methods [22] that

underpin various scientific applications. Given the ubiquity

and importance of SSpMV in scientific computing, there is a

critical need to identify optimization opportunities for SSpMV.

In this paper, we introduce a new approach for optimizing

sequence sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SSpMV) by

leveraging the sparse matrix data locality across consecu-

tive SpMV invocations. Our approach involves revising the

classical SSpMV computation pipeline used by mainstream

algorithms to reduce the number of data accesses to the

sparse matrix A. Specifically, we divide the sparse matrix into

submatrices and reorganize the elements of dense vectors x

to merge computation across multiple SpMV operations and

reduce the number of data accesses to submatrices, without

altering the computation semantics or outcome. As we will

show later in the paper, our approach can half the number

of memory accesses to the submatrices in certain scenarios,

significantly reducing the memory overhead. To expose more

parallelism, we then employ the algebraic block multi-color

ordering (ABMC) algorithm [23] to rearrange the elements of

matrix A. Crucially, this preprocessing step is a one-off cost

and hence its overhead can be amortized if matrix A is reused

multiple times in SSpMV.

Our techniques have been implemented in the open-source

FBMPK library1. FBMPK is designed to support generic

sequence sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SSpMV) of the

form y =
∑k

i=0
αiA

ix, where αi are real or complex

constants. We evaluate our approach by applying it to the

sparse matrix-power-vector kernel (MPK) [14], [15], which

represents an instance of SSpMV. We test the performance of

our system on four multi-core systems: three ARM systems,

including Phytium (FT) 2000+ [24], Kunpeng (KP) 920 [25],

and Thunder X2 [26], as well as an Intel platform. Experimen-

tal results show that FBMPK improves the standard SSpMV

implementation by an average of 1.50x (up to 2.27x) on ARM

1Code and data are available at https://github.com/Fliange/FBMPK
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Fig. 1. Sparse matrix A and its corresponding CSR storage format.

Algorithm 1: The standard MPK of Akx

Input: Matrix A, vector x and k.
Output: Vector y.

1 for power = 0 to k − 1 do
2 SpMV(A, x, y)
3 x = y
4 end
5 function SpMV(A, x, y):

6 for i = 0 to A.nrow − 1 do
7 sum = 0
8 for j=A.row ptr[i] to A.row ptr[i+ 1]− 1 do
9 sum+ = A.val[j] ∗ x.val[A.col ind[j]]

10 end
11 y.val[i] = sum
12 end
13 end

platforms. On the heavily optimized Intel Math Kernel Library

(MKL) [27], FBMPK improves the performance by an average

of 1.73x (up to 2.32x).

This paper makes the following contributions:

• It proposes a new, better algorithm to compute SSpMV

(Section III-B);

• It shows how the dense vector storage format can be

tailored to improve the memory access latency of SSpMV

(Section III-C);

• It demonstrates how the multi-color reordering algorithm

can be employed to expose parallelism for SSpMV (Sec-

tions III-D and III-E).

II. BACKGROUND

A. The CSR Sparse Matrix Storage Format

In this paper, we describe and evaluate the proposed tech-

niques using the compressed sparse row (CSR) format [28].

This format is widely used to store sparse matrices. However,

our techniques can be equally applied to other mainstreamed

row-major sparse matrix storage formats.

As shown in Fig 1, the CSR format explicitly stores col-

umn indices and nonzeros in arrays col_idx and values,

respectively. Both arrays col_idx and values are of size

nnz, where nnz is the number of nonzero elements of the

input matrix A. CSR uses a vector row_ptr, which points

to row starts in indices and data, to query matrix values. The

length of row_ptr is n+ 1, where n is the number of rows

of matrix A and the last item of row_ptr is the total number

of the nonzero elements of the matrix.

B. The Sparse Matrix-Power-vector Kernel

Unlike prior work that focuses on optimizing a single SpMV

innovation, our work targets SSpMV, where the sparse matrix
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Fig. 2. An ABMC method with a block size of 2 and 3 colors (a), and a
potential outcome for applying ABMC to a sparse matrix (b). Each dot in (a)
corresponds to a row of the matrix in (b).

A is used multiple times in more than one SpMV invocation.

One representative example of SSpMV is the sparse matrix-

power-vector kernel (MPK) . The MPK kernel performs a series

of SpMV operations on sparse matrix A and vector x, as

Ax, A2x, A3x, · · · , Akx, where the power, k, is a constant

number. Compared to a single SpMV operation where A and x

are used only once, the matrix and vector are reused multiple

times across SpMV innovations in MPK. Note that the MPK

is widely seen in multigrid methods [22] and solutions for

eigenvalue problems [16]–[19] and linear equations [20], [21].

As such, it represents an important application class.

Algorithm 1 outlines the standard implementation of the

MPK. This is achieved by performing a sequence of SpMV

operations, i.e., xi = Axi−1 with i = 1, · · · , k using a

standard SpMV kernel for each invocation. In this paper,

we use the standard MPK implementation as the baseline

to evaluate our approach. Our goal is to reduce the memory

access latency of MPK to improve its performance.

C. Matrix Reordering Techniques

Matrix reordering is a commonly used technique in

SpMV and direct methods for solving sparse linear equa-

tions. The widely used reordering methods include reverse

Cuthill–McKee algorithm (RCM) [29] to improve data lo-

cality, level scheduling [30], [31] to introduce parallelism in

solving sparse triangular linear systems, and so on. Our work

utilizes the Algebraic Block Multi-Color Ordering Method

(ABMC) [32] to partition and reorder the sparse matrix to

expose computation parallelism. The ABMC method extends

the block multi-color ordering that is widely used to solve

unstructured problems [33]. Fig 2(a) illustrates the ABMC

method with nine blocks and three colors, where each block

contains two nodes (or rows) and blocks with the same color

can be processed in parallel. Fig 2(b) shows a potential

outcome of applying the ABMC method to partition and

reorder elements of a sparse matrix.

III. OUR APPROACH

In this section, we use the MPK method (see Section II-B)

as a working example to explain our approach. However, our

techniques can be equally applied to other SSpMV kernels in

the form of y =
∑k

i=0
αiA

ix.



A. Submatrices for Sparse Matrix A

Our approach partitions and stores sparse matrix A as

submatrices. Specifically, we split A into three submatrices,

A = U + L + D, where U and L are the upper and lower

triangular matrices, respectively, and D is the diagonal matrix.

Note that we store D as a vector to reduce storage and

computation overhead. With our matrix partitioning strategy,

the SpMV operation of Ax can then be computed as Ax =
(D + L + U)x = Lx + (D + U)x or (L + D)x + Ux. As

we will describe in the next subsection, this strategy allows

us to merge the computation across SpMV invocations to

reduce the number of memory accesses to submatrices L and

U to improve performance. We note that a similar matrix

partitioning strategy was used in a different context to optimize

the symmetric Gauss-Seidel (SYMGS) method [34].

B. A New SSpMV Processing Pipeline

With our sparse matrix partitioning strategy in place, we

can now develop a new and better SSpMV processing pipeline

across SpMV invocations. We describe our approach in this

subsection, using the standard MPK implementation as a

reference baseline.

Standard MPK. Fig 3(a) outlines the processing pipeline of

the standard MPK, which computes the result by multiplying

sparse matrix A with the outcome of the previous SpMV

invocation. This strategy requires k memory accesses to ma-

trix A for an MPK kernel of Akx0, which is computed as

xi = Axi−1; i = 1, · · · , k.

Forward-backward MPK. As depicted in Fig 3(b), our

proposed processing pipeline, namely forward-backward MPK

(FBMPK), consists of two stages: a forward and a backward

stage. By splitting A into A = D+L+U , an SpMV operation

y = Ax is translated into computing the sum of three terms,

y = Dx+Lx+Ux ≡ xd+xL+xU . Here, xL = Lx denotes

the contribution of L and x to vector y, and so do xd = Dx,

and xU = Ux. With our implementation, we compute xL and

xU in the forward and the backward stages respectively.

Forward stage. Fig 4 shows the process of computing x1 =
Ax0, focusing on the forward stage. First, we compute the

product of U and x0 in parallel and temporarily store the result

in xU1
(= Ux0); see Fig 4(a). In the forward stage, we access

rows of L from top to bottom. Crucially, we compute Lx0

and Lx1 in a pipelined manner. This is done by merging the

computation process of xL1
and xL2

. This is illustrated in

Fig 4(b), where xL1
= Lx0 and xL2

= Lx1. Let’s consider

the particular row highlighted in Fig 4(b). This row is used to

compute the fourth element of vector xL1
. Since the submatrix

L stores the lower triangular elements, only the first three

elements of x1 are required to compute the fourth entry of

xL2
. Since the elements of x1 have already been computed,

we can start computing the fourth entry of xL2
. In essence, our

optimization exploits pipeline parallelism across two SpMV

invocations to improve computation parallelism. We note that

the computed entry of xL1
will be immediately combined

with xU1
and xd1

to compute the element of x1, as shown in

Fig 4(c). The computed elements of xL2
will be temporarily

stored in xL2
, which will be used in the backward stage.

Backward stage. Like the forward stage, the backward stage

computes Uxi to obtain xUi+1
(with i = 1 in Fig 4). The result

will then be added with xL2
produced in the forward stage and

xd2
= Dx1. Finally, we obtain MPK x2 = Ax1. As shown in

Fig 4(d), submatrix U in the backward stage is accessed from

bottom to top, and entries of x2 are also computed bottom-

up. Therefore, the multiplication of U and x2 can also be

computed in the backward stage of Fig 4(d), from bottom to

top. To this end, we merge the compute processes of xUi
and

xUi+1
in the backward stage, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1.

Memory optimization. In FBMPK, two consecutive vectors

are computed together. In the forward stage of Fig 4(b), the

contributions of submatrix L to vectors xi and xi+1, xLi
and

xLi+1
, are computed at the same time. As a result, we only

visit the submatrix L once in the forward stage. Similarly, in

the backward stage, submatrix U is only accessed once and

used to update both xUi
and xUi+1

. As shown in Fig 3(b),

to compute the MPK Akx, FBMPK needs to access U for

2 + ⌊k−1

2
⌋ = k

2
+ 1 times and L for k

2
times when k is

even, and both U and L for 1 + k−1

2
times when k is odd.

Therefore, FBMPK needs to access matrix A for roughly k+1

2

times. Comparing with the standard MPK which accesses k

times of A, the memory access of FBMPK is reduced nearly

by half.

C. Optimize Memory-Access to Vector: Back to Back

In MPK computation, dense vectors are typically stored in

a separate array of length n. FBMPK visits the same position

of two vectors in a row to update the latter vector. However,

the two vectors are physically stored independently, hindering

data locality. Fig5 demonstrates the access of two vectors xi

and xi+1 in the iterative process. To enhance locality, we

merge these two vectors into a single array of length 2n,

while logically separating them. The two vectors are stored

interleaved, as depicted as vector xy in Fig5.

D. Matrix Reordering for Parallelization

So far, we have described our techniques under the as-

sumption of a single-threaded MPK kernel. When parallelizing

the kernel, data dependence must be addressed. For instance,

Fig 6 illustrates the potential dependence that can occur

when multiple threads access submatrix L and vector x

simultaneously. The figure shows how each parallel thread

processes a row in a 5 × 5 matrix L. If thread 4 completes

the computation of xL1
[4] (the bottom element of vector xL1

)

first, it will proceed to compute xL2
(the bottom element

of vector xL2
). However, as threads 0 and 1 may not have

finished calculating xL1
[0] and xL1

[1] (the top two elements

in xL1
), a synchronization point must be inserted to pause

thread 4 until the other parallel threads complete their work.

Unfortunately, synchronization barriers can incur substantial

overhead for fine-grained parallelism and should be avoided

if possible.
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Our approach to parallelizing FBMPK involves utilizing the

ABMC algorithm [23] to rearrange the matrix elements. The

algorithm organizes the matrix elements into blocks and uses

coloring to indicate dependencies, so blocks with the same

color can be processed simultaneously. The maximum number

of elements in each block can be set, with a trade-off between

performance and parallelism, and our implementation allows

the user to specify the number of blocks, with a default of

either 512 or 1024. In this work, we use the Colpack [35]

library to assign colors to blocks.

E. Putting Together

Algorithm 2 describes our FBMPK algorithm with the

amendments to the matrix and vector storage formats our

parallelization strategy. This algorithm computes Asx, s ≤ k

where s is an odd number. A similar algorithm can also be

devised to compute Asx when s is an even number.

The operations of head and tail are parallel SpMV (Lines 3
and 31). During the forward-backward process, computations

are performed in parallel in the same color (Line 6) after

applying the ABMC algorithm to partition the matrix. The

number of blocks for each thread task are allocated in advance.

At computation time, each thread gets the start and end of the

row respectively (Lines 7 and 19). In the forward stage, Lines

11 and 12 are the core of the algorithm, which completes the

calculation of xL twice. Vector xy is the interleaved storage



Algorithm 2: Parallel FBMPK for computing Akx

Input: matrix L, matrix U , vector dia, vector x, and k.
Output: vector y.

1 Function FBMPK_odd(L, U , dia, y, x, k)
2 // Computing submatrix U in head.
3 do SpMV (U, x, tempvec) in parallel.
4 for power = 0 to k − 1 do
5 // Computing submatrix L in forward order.
6 Blocks of each color are calculated in parallel.
7 for rowi = start[t] to end[t]− 1 in thread t do
8 sum0 = tmpvec[rowi] + dia[rowi] ∗ xy[rowi ∗ 2]
9 sum1 = 0.0

10 for j = L.row ptr[rowi] to

L.row ptr[rowi + 1]− 1 do
11 sum0+ = L.val[j] ∗ xy[L.col ind[j] ∗ 2]
12 sum1+ = L.val[j] ∗ xy[L.col ind[j] ∗ 2 + 1]
13 end
14 xy[rowi ∗ 2 + 1] = sum0
15 tmpvec[rowi] = sum1+dia[rowi]∗xy[rowi∗2+1]
16 end
17 // Computing submatrix U in backward order.
18 Blocks of each color are calculated in parallel.
19 for rowi = end[t]− 1 to start[t] in thread t do
20 sum0 = tmpvec[rowi]
21 sum1 = 0.0
22 for j = U.row ptr[rowi + 1]− 1 to

U.row ptr[rowi] do
23 sum0+ = U.val[j] ∗ xy[U.col ind[j] ∗ 2 + 1]
24 sum1+ = U.val[j] ∗ xy[U.col ind[j] ∗ 2]
25 end
26 xy[rowi ∗ 2] = sum0
27 tmpvec[rowi] = sum1
28 end
29 end
30 // Computing submatrix L in tail.
31 do SpMV (L, xy, lvec) in parallel.
32 y = lvec+ tmpvec+ diavec
33 end

TABLE I
HARDWARE PLATFORMS USED IN EVALUATION.

FT 2000+ Thunder X2 KP 920 Xeon

#Cores 64 32 64 26
Sockets 1 2 2 2
#NUMAs 8 1 1 2
CPU Freq. 2.2GHz 2.5GHz 2.6GHz 2.1GHz
L1 cache 32KB 32KB 64KB 64KB
L2 cache 2MB 256KB 512KB 1MB
L3 cache None 32MB 64MB 35.75MB

vector introduced in section III-C. We always initialize x0 at

the even position of the vector xy. The merged result xi is

stored in the vector xy (Lines 14 and 26), and vector tmpvec

is used to temporarily store xL or xU (Lines 15 and 27).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Evaluation Platforms

We evaluate our approach on Intel and ARM platforms.

Table I lists the hardware platforms used, including three

ARMv8 multi-cores and an Intel Xeon Gold 6230R CPU.

Our main evaluation platform is FT 2000+, which implements

8 NUMA nodes with 64 cores. Since the data access across

NUMA nodes can cause significant performance degradation,

it is more challenging to optimize SSpMV on FT 2000+

TABLE II
INPUT MATRICES USED IN OUR EVALUATION

ID Input Rows(N) #nnz #nnz/N

1 afshell10 1.51M 52.67M 34.93
2 audikw 1 0.94M 77.65M 82.28
3 cage14∗ 1.51M 27.13M 18.02
4 cant 0.06M 4.01M 64.17
5 Flan 1565 1.56M 117.41M 75.03
6 G3 circuit 1.59M 7.66M 4.83
7 Hook 1498 1.50M 60.92M 40.67
8 inline 1 0.50M 36.82M 73.09
9 ldoor 0.95M 46.52M 48.86
10 ML Geer∗ 1.50M 110.88M 73.72
11 nlpkkt120 3.54M 96.85M 27.34
12 pwtk 0.22M 11.63M 53.39
13 Serena 1.39M 64.53M 46.38
14 shipsec1 0.14M 7.81M 55.46
∗These two matrices are unsymmetric. Others are symmetric.

than on other platforms. All hardware platforms run Linux

kernel version 4.19.46. Codes on ARM platforms are compiled

with GCC version 12.1 using the “-O3 -fopenmp” options,

and codes on Xeon are compiled with Intel compiler ICC

version 2022.1.2-146. We use numactl to interleave memory

allocation on all NUMA nodes.

B. Workloads

Table II lists the matrices used in our evaluation. The

matrices used in our evaluation are of different sizes and

sparsities. They cover various domains, including circuit sim-

ulation, optimization, structural and 2D/3D problems, and

directed weighted graphs. Therefore, the dataset can be useful

in testing the generalization ability of our approach. We also

include some of the same matrix inputs used in prior work

for optimizing SpMV [14], [36] and MPK [37] for a fair

comparison.

C. Evaluation Methodology

We run each test case 50 times on unloaded machines

and report the geometric mean of the runtime. Unless stated

otherwise, execution time always refers to the computation

time of SpMV or MPK. We also exclude the overhead for

splitting and reordering elements of the sparse matrix, as this

preprocessing step can often be performed offline when storing

the matrix data.

On the Intel platform, we compare to the baseline MPK

which uses the SpMV kernel from MKL. On the ARM

platform, we compare our approach and the baseline MPK

using the same optimized SpMV kernel. This SpMV kernel

is heavily optimized and can even outperform the MKL

implementation by 13% on our Intel platform.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we first show that our proposed SSpMV

processing pipeline, FBMPK, outperforms the baseline im-

plementation in the majority of the matrix inputs, with a

speedup of up to 2.32x (Section V-A). We then provide a

detailed analysis showing that our optimization scale well

to a larger number of SpMV invocations by reducing the



memory accesses (Sections V-B and V-C. We then quantify

the impact of individual optimizations (Sections V-D - V-F)

before showing the scalability of our approach (Section V-G).

A. Overall Performance

Figure 7 reports the speedup achieved by our proposed

FBMPK approach over the baseline MPK on four platforms

with power k = 5. FBMPK delivers notable speedups for most

input matrices, with an average performance improvement of

1.50x, 1.54x, 1.47x, and 1.73x on FT 2000+, Thunder X2, KP

920, and Intel Xeon, respectively. Additionally, we observed

a maximum speedup of up to 2.32x.

Recall that FBMPK roughly halves the number of memory

accesses matrix A. As the locality of SpMV is different when

accessing submatrices L and U compared to accessing the

original sparse matrix A, the reduction in memory accesses

translates into various speedup improvements across matrices.

There are some matrices with a speedup of more than 2x.

inline 1 and audikw 1 achieve a speedup of more than

2x, because these two matrices gain locality improvement

after ABMC reordering. Later in Section V-E we will give

a breakdown of our individual optimizations.

Across the various input matrices evaluated in our study,

matrix cant exhibits noticable performance variance between

ARM and x86 platforms. Specifically, on ARM platforms,

cant has the smallest dimension among all input data, with

only 62, 451 rows and the smallest number of elements. After

reordering, it is divided into 512 blocks, with only 77 blocks

(or even fewer) in one color to be run in parallel. Moreover,

each block contains an average of only 120 rows of sparse

matrix data. As a result, the computation workload of this

matrix is too small to cover the thread overhead when using

all physical cores. However, we found that using only 24

threads on the FT 2000+ platform yielded a speedup of 1.3x. In

Section V-G, we discuss how the number of threads can affect

performance. By comparison, the Xeon platform has only 26

hardware threads, yet our proposed FBMPK approach achieves

a speedup of 1.72x on cant. Overall, despite the variability in

performance across different matrices and platforms, FBMPK

consistently outperforms the baseline on most of the input

data, showing the advantages of our techniques.

B. Impact of SpMV Invocations

Figure 8 quantifies the performance impact of varying the

MPK power factor, k, from 3 to 9 on different platforms.

Generally, the benefits of our approach become increasingly

pronounced as k increases with more SpMV invocations. For

instance, when k = 3, our approach achieves an average

speedup of 1.29x, 1.34x, 1.31x, and 1.42x on FT 2000+,

Thunder X2, KP 920, and Intel Xeon, respectively. However,

as we increase k to 9, the average speedup improves to 1.64x,

1.70x, 1.65x, and 1.85x on FT 2000+, Thunder X2, KP 920,

and Intel Xeon, respectively.

An important reason for this improvement trend is that our

approach computes half of the matrix elements in the head and

tail parts, as depicted in Fig 3, and a larger number of k can

lead to more reduction in the memory accesses. Specifically,

when k = 3, there are 2 matrix memory accesses for A.

By contrast, the baseline method requires 3 matrix memory

accesses. When k = 9, our approach needs to access the

memory of matrix A 5 times, while the baseline method needs

to access the matrix in full for 9 times. In this case, our

approach reduces the number of memory accesses by nearly

half. Section V-C provides a more detailed analysis of memory

accesses using runtime profiling. Overall, our approach is

effective in reducing the memory accesses when computing

SSpMV through multiple SpMV invocations.

C. Memory Accesses Profiling

In this experiment, we use the LIKWID performance mon-

itoring tool [38] to further analyze memory accesses for

MPK. We measure the total amount of data read and write

from DRAM. We conduct this experiment on the Intel Xeon

platform and compare our approach with the MKL library.

Fig 9 gives the ratio of memory accesses of FBMPK over the

MKL baseline. It shows the reduction in memory access for

MPKs with power k = 3, 6 and 9, respectively.

In theory, the memory access ratio of our approach to

the MKL baseline is k+1

2k
. This translates to a reduction

of 67%, 58% and 56% over the baseline when k = 3, 6
and 9, respectively. In reality, the memory accesses can be

higher than theoretical number due to other overhead from

optimizations, such as increased vector accesses. For example,

in this experiment, when k is increased from 3 to 6 and 9, the

average ratio of matrix memory accesses decreased from 74%
to 65%, and then to 62%, respectively.

We also found that the decrease in memory access is directly

related to the sparsity of the matrix. The most sparse matrix

in our dataset is G3 circuit, which has only, on average, 4.83

elements per row. It means that one access to the vector once

is equivalent to one fifth visits of this matrix. The memory

access ratio for this matrix is 77% when k = 9, as vector

accesses dominate the total memory accesses. By contrast,

our approach gives the largest reduction on the measured

memory accesses of ML Geer, with a ratio of 58% when

k = 9. Overall, our approach can effectively reduce the

number of memory accesses compared to the baseline but

reduction changes depending on the sparsity of the matrix.

D. Vector Optimization Analysis

To demonstrate the impact of individual optimizations on

the performance of our approach, we created an implementa-

tion variant that only incorporates our forward-backward (FB)

method (Section III-B), which we compared with a version

featuring the back-to-back (BtB) vector optimization (Section

III-C). BtB involves storing the two vectors to be computed

interleaved, with the non-zero elements of the vectors at the

corresponding positions always adjacent (e.g., the highlighted

cells in Fig 5). We refer to the latter version as FB+BtB.

Figure 10 compares FB and BtB on FT 2000+ and Xeon

platforms. While both approaches can contribute to perfor-

mance improvement, the benefit of BtB is more evident on
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FT 2000+. Specifically, BtB provides additional performance

improvement on 13 input matrices on FT 2000+, with an

average speedup of 1.50x, compared to a speedup of 1.41x

with the FB method alone. Moreover, the performance benefit

of BtB is transferable to the remaining two ARM platforms,

yielding a 10% additional speedup. In contrast, BtB vector

optimization offers only modest improvement on the Intel

platform.

E. Impacts of Matrix Reordering

Recall that we employ the ABMC algorithm to reorder the

sparse matrix to expose parallelism (Section III-D). While

reordering is useful for parallelizing SSpMV, it may affect

the performance of a single SpMV invocation due to the

restructured sparse matrix. To understand the impact of ABMC

TABLE III
SPEEDUP NORMALIZATION TO THE NATIVE SPMV IMPLEMENTATION

WHEN APPLYING ABMC

ID Input Slowdown ID Input Slowdown

1 afshell10 1.01 2 audikw 1 1.80
3 cage14 1.00 4 cant 0.97
5 Flan 1565 1.00 6 G3 circuit 1.08
7 Hook 1498 1.01 8 inline 1 1.44
9 ldoor 1.06 10 ML Geer 0.98
11 nlpkkt120 0.98 12 pwtk 1.02
13 Serena 1.04 14 shipsec1 1.04

on a single SpMV invocation, we measure slowdown by

normalizing the time used when performing baseline SpMV

on the original matrix and the one on the ABMC-transformed

matrix.

Table III shows the result on FT 2000+, where a ratio great

than 1 means a performance improvement on a single SpMV

invocation. For most of the matrices, we observe little impact

or event performance improvement. On three matrices, there

is a less than 3% slowdown, which can be amortized by the

benefit of parallelization.

F. Preprocessing Overhead

Central to our idea is partitioning sparse matrix A into three

submatrices: an upper triangular matrix U , a lower triangular

matrix L, and a diagonal matrix D. In this work, L and U

are stored in the CSR format, and D is stored in a array d
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TABLE IV
STORAGE OVERHEAD

Format col ind row ptr values d

CSR nnz n+ 1 nnz 0

L+U+d (nnz − n) 2 ∗ (n+ 1) (nnz − n) n
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Fig. 11. The time required to reorder the matrix with ABMC, which is
normalized to number of single thread SpMV invocations. Note that matrix
preprocessing is a one-off cost, which can often be performed offline without
impacting the runtime performance.

of length n which is the dimension of matrix A. Table IV

compares our storage format with the CSR format, assuming

the total number of non-zero elements of A is nnz, and it

shows that the memory storage costs of these two formats are

nearly the same.

We stress that the matrix partition can be performed offline.

When using parallelization, our approach incurs extra overhead

for using the ABMC to reorder the matrix elements. To

quantify the overhead of matrix reordering, we measure the

overhead by applying ABMC to each of our test matrices.

In Fig 11, we normalize the preprocessing overhead to the

execution time of single thread SpMV invocation. On average,

the overhead of the ABMC algorithm is equivalent to 36

SpMV invocations. While this overhead seems to be signifi-

cant, this reordering process can be performed offline without

affecting the runtime. In many scientific workloads, like HPCG

[34], a similar blocking algorithm is used to reorder the

matrix elements to expose parallelism for other computation

kernels. Furthermore, an MPK-like kernel is often invoked

many times. As such, this one-off preprocessing overhead is

usually negligible at runtime.
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Fig. 12. Scalability of our approach on FT 2000+ when k = 5. The
speedup is normalized to the single-threaded execution of the baseline MPK
implementation. Our approach exhibits good scalability.

G. Scalability Analysis

Fig 12(a) shows the scalability of our approach on FT 2000+

as we increase the number of parallel threads with k = 5 for

the MPK kernel. The speedup is normalized to the single-

threaded execution of the baseline MPK implementation. Our

approach exhibits good scalability, where the average speedup

is improved from 2.08x with 4 threads to 18.05x with 64
threads. We note that we also observe similar scalability on

our other evaluation platforms.

Fig 12(b) provides a zoom-in analysis on three selected

matrices with interesting behavior. As we have seen in the

previous discussion, cant is the only matrix that our ap-

proach does not always outperform the baseline. Our approach

outperforms the baseline when using less than 48 threads.

Once again, this small matrix does not benefit from our

optimization when using a large number of parallel threads

where each thread works on a small portion of the data.

This is because the overhead of multi-threading outweighs the

improvement in computation. Our approach outperforms the

baseline implementation on G3 circuit, although the scalabil-

ity on this matrix is less strong than other matrices. Like cant,



G3 circuit is also a small matrix that does not benefit from a

high number of parallel threads. Finally, our approach gives the

best scalability on inline 1. Although this is not the largest

matrix, it benefits from ABMC reordering, which improves

the cache utilization in a multi-threaded environment. Note

that our approach also gives the fastest speedup on this matrix

in matrix reordering (Section V-E).

Overall, our approach demonstrates good scalability and

outperforms the baseline implementation on the majority of

the evaluation scenarios.

VI. RELATED WORK

There is an extensive body of work on optimizing SpMV.

These include efforts on designing new storage formats for

various processor architectures, including CPUs [4], [39] and

GPUs [10], [40]–[42]. In this paper, we demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of our approach on the commonly used CSR format.

However, our optimization is equally applicable to many other

sparse storage formats. Other approaches look at how to

optimize a single SpMV kernel through vectorization [5], [9],

[11] and parallelization [43]–[45]. Many of these techniques

are orthogonal to our approach by improving a single SpMV

kernel.

Our work specifically targets optimizing a sequence of

SpMV invocations (SSpMV). This is an area largely overlook

by prior work, which mainly focuses on optimizing a single,

isolated SpMV kernel invocation. There are some domain-

specific methods attempting to optimize the communications

among parallel processes when computing formulas like Akx

on distributed and shared memory platforms. These include

the Krylov iterative methods [46], [47], and s-step Krylov

methods [48]. These approaches typically use a block strategy

developed for stencil computation [46] to partition the data

for parallelization. Unlike these strategies, our work exploits

the opportunities across SpMV invocations to optimize for

memory and computation, but we also use a similar block

partitioning strategy for parallelization.

LB-MPK, presented in a recent technical report [15], is

most closely related to our approach (but we were unable to

build their code on our platforms to provide a direct compar-

ison). LB-MPK uses the recursive algebraic coloring engine

(RACE) [37] to parallelize MPK. However, our approach is

fundamentally different from LB-MPK in several ways. Firstly,

we propose to split the sparse matrix into submatrices, while

LB-MPK still uses the classical CSR format to store the entire

matrix. Secondly, LB-MPK performance drops significantly

with a larger k (≈ 6−8). This is because LB-MPK requires the

multiple computation outcomes across SpMV invocations to

be kept in the cache to gain good performance. However, doing

so becomes increasingly more difficult as the number of SpMV

invocations grows. By contrast, our approach only requires

keeping the results of two consecutive SpMV invocations and

can scale well to a large number of SpMV invocations. Thirdly,

LB-MPK requires significantly higher preprocessing overhead

than our approach. Finally, [14] reports the performance of

SSpMV vector addition, A(Ax + x) + x, on the Fugaku’s

A64FX processor using a standard SSpMV implementation.

However, it does not provide memory optimization like our

work.

VII. DISCUSSIONS

Naturally, there is room for improvement and further work.

We discuss a few points here.

Compiler-based approach. One of our ongoing works is to

use compiler-based techniques to translate the standard SpMV

kernel and its inputs to use our optimizing library. It would be

interesting to see if the compiler-based code translation can

adapt to a wide range of kernels other than MPK to reduce

developer involvement.

Sparse matrix storage formats. Our implementation splits

matrix A to submatrices L and U , which are then stored in

the CSR format. While this strategy already gives significant

improvement, we are aware that CSR may prevent vectoriza-

tion. Our future work will exploit other storage formats like

ELLPACK [49] and Sliced ELL [5], and investigate if a better

storage format can be designed for SSpMV.

Distributed and NUMA optimization. This work focuses

on performance optimization on shared-memory multi-cores.

Since our approach does not introduce extra synchronization

and communication overhead, a distributed implmentation can

directly benefit from the improved performance of a single

CPU. Our current implementation does not model the NUMA

impact. Therefore, NUMA-aware work distribution techniques

[50] are complementary to our solution.

Other parallelization strategies. Since the computation

pattern of FBMPK is similar to symmetric Gauss-Seidel

(SYMGS) [34], it may benefit from similar parallelization

strategies designed for SYMGS, such as the level scheduling

strategies [51], besides of the multi-coloring strategy used in

this work.

Heterogeneous devices. This work focuses on homogeneous

multi-core CPUs because they remain the most widely used

computing devices in HPC. Our future work will look into

extending our techniques to the GPU space. Given the expen-

sive memory access overhead on GPUs, memory optimiza-

tion would become even more important. It would also be

interesting to see if our techniques can be integrated with

optimization designed for GPU-based SpMV kernels [41] and

storage formats [10].

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new way to optimize multiple invo-

cations of sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV). This

computation pattern can be widely found in scientific work-

loads but is largely ignored in prior work for SpMV optimiza-

tion. Our approach reduces the memory access latency of the

workload by exploiting the data locality of the sparse matrix

and dense vector involved in the computation. To this end,

we first partition the sparse matrix into submatrices, around

which we then design a new processing pipeline across SpMV

invocations. Our approach also employs the algebraic block



multi-color ordering (ABMC) algorithm to preprocess the

sparse matrix to expose parallelism. We apply our techniques

to the matrix-power-vector kernel (MPK), Ax, · · · , Akx, and

evaluate it on three ARM and one Intel systems. Experimental

results show that our approach consistently improves over

the baseline implementation, significantly outperforming the

heavily-optimized SpMV implementation from the Intel MKL

library, delivering a speedup of up to 2.32x.
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